
Catholic Leaders of Today
Catholic Business Leaders (CBL) provides a unique, Catholic faith and business learning experience for family 
enterprise owners and corporate executives, rooted in the dignity of work, and in the spirit of community 
philanthropy. 

CATHOLIC BUSINESS LEADERS

Catholic Business Leaders offers a three-part Speaker 
Series every year, hosted at The Catholic Foundation. 
Other benefits include:

• Acquire new insights and perspectives from regional en-
terprise speakers and national subject-matter experts.

• Exchange and discover new perspectives and solutions 
that impact your workplace, and benefit your home and 
family.

• Network among peers, make new connections, help build 
a larger, Catholic business community throughout Central 
Ohio.

CBL benefits

To Sign Up, visit - www.catholic-foundation.org/cbl



257 East Broad Street | Columbus, OH 43215 | (614) 443-8893
www.catholic-foundation.org

About Us 
The Catholic Foundation’s mission is to  
inspire giving and assist donors to provide for 
the long-term needs of the 23-county Diocese 
of Columbus. The Catholic Foundation is one of 
the oldest and largest Catholic foundations in the 
country, distributing nearly $150 million  
throughout the diocese since 1985. 

Why Us 
The Catholic Foundation offers a way to leave a 
legacy uniquely aligned with Catholic values and 
beliefs. Additionally, the Foundation  
invests all funds in accordance with the United 
States Conference of Catholic Bishops  
guidelines for Socially Responsible Investments.

Let’s talk

 Personal benefits of CBL
Develop new understandings for effectively navigating faith and family business  
dynamics, at work and at home, across generations. 
 
Gain knowledge and best practices for understanding how a business can effectively  
balance profitability and philanthropy.

Discover the pros and cons of leading family business life-cycles, with personal insights 
from other leaders’ own experiences. 

 Increase your understanding for the role of The Catholic Foundation and become inspired  
by its impact throughout the community.

Wherever God has put you, that is your vocation. It is 
not what we do but how much love we put into it.

- Mother Teresa
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